NOTE:

1. Bedding and backfill shall be ODOT Type "A" aggregate base or quick set flowable fill at the direction of the engineer. Bedding around pipe zone should be per pipe type, compacted to 95% std. Proctor density, placed in horizontal layers not to exceed 6" and compacted unless otherwise directed by the engineer.

2. Remove and replace pavement to nearest joint if proposed saw cut is less than 5 feet from joint.

3. No payment will be made for replacement of pavement outside of standard pay width due to trench excavation wider than standard trench width.

4. Pay quantity will include replacement of pavement due to squaring of diagonal cuts.

5. Where trench excavation is within 12" of back of curb, compacted backfill shall be ODOT Type "A" aggregate base or quick set flowable fill at the direction of the engineer. Bedding around pipe zone should be per pipe type.

6. Minimum paving panel dimensions shall be 5 feet by 5 feet.

7. The maximum ratio of paving panel dimensions shall be 1.5:1.

8. Joint shall not be placed in vehicle wheel path.

9. For asphalt dimensions type refer to STD. 725.
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